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A REFLEXIVE SPACE OF HOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS

IN INFINITELY MANY VARIABLES

RAYMUNDO ALENCAR, RICHARD M. ARON AND SEAN DINEEN

Abstract. We show the existence of an infinite-dimensional Banach space E such

that H(E), the space of holomorphic functions on E, endowed with the tu topology

is reflexive.

Various authors have recently discussed the problem of whether or not (H(E),tu)

and (//(£), ts) are reflexive for E a locally convex space. Positive results are known

for nonnormed locally convex spaces (e.g. (H(E),ra) is reflexive when £ is a

Fréchet nuclear DN space; (cf. 5.42 of [5])) and counterexamples have been given in

the Banach space case (e.g. (H(lF), rs) is not reflexive for any p, 1 < p «S oo [7]).

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the reflexivity of (H(E),tu), E a Banach

space, are known [4] but no infinite-dimensional Banach space has been shown to

satisfy these conditions.

In this paper, we remedy this situation by showing that (H(U),tu) is reflexive for

any balanced open subset U of the space T defined by B. S. Tsirelson [8]. Indeed, it

is not difficult to see that any Banach space E such that (H(E),ru) is reflexive must

have many of the properties of Tsirelson's space. Since E' is a (complemented)

subspace of ( H( E ), tw ), any such space E would have to be reflexive. Moreover, if

lp =* E' for some/? G (1, oo) then P("E) would contain a copy of /°° for n = [q] + 1,

\/p + \/q= 1, via the mapping

(û,). e /„ - Jx e E ̂ 'Rx = {'Rx)j e /, - f a^Rx)"!,

where 'R is the transpose of R. Therefore, £" is a reflexive Banach space which does

not contain any lp. For details on the theory of holomorphic functions in infinite

dimensions we refer to S. Dineen [5] and for a general survey on properties of

Tsirelson's space we refer to P. G. Casazza [2].

1. E will denote a Banach space over the complex numbers C, and for any

nonnegative integer n, P("E) will be the space of continuous «-homogeneous

polynomials on E endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on the closed

unit ball B of E. For U an open subset of E, H(U) is the space of holomorphic
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mappings from U into C. ru is the locally convex topology on H(U) generated by the

seminorms ported by the compact subsets of U.

We shall use the following propositions.

Proposition 1 [3]. // U is a balanced open subset of a Banach space with an

unconditional basis, then (//({/), tu) is barrelled.

Proposition 2 [4]. // U is a balanced open subset of a Banach space E then

(H(U),ru) is reflexive if and only if(H(U), tu) is barrelled and P("E) is reflexive for

each positive integer n.

Proposition 3 [7]. // E is a Banach space such that E' has the approximation

property and n is a positive integer then the following are equivalent:

(1) P("E) is reflexive,

(2) each P G P("E) is weakly continuous on the closed unit ball B of E,

(3) for each P G P("E) there exists an x G B such that

\P(x)\=sxxp{\P(y)\;yeB).

Proposition 4. // U is a balanced open subset of a reflexive Banach space with an

unconditional basis, E, then (H(U),tu) is reflexive if and only if each continuous

polynomial on E is weakly sequentially continuous at the origin.

Proof. By Propositions 1, 2 and 3 the condition is necessary. We now show it is

sufficient.

Let P G P(mE) be arbitrary and suppose (x„)n C E, x„ -» x weakly as n -» oo. Let

A be the continuous symmetric m-linear form associated with P. Then
m— 1  ,      ,

P(x„) - P(x) = P(x + x„-x)- P(x) =  2  ( j )A(x)J(x„ - x)m-J

7 = 0  V       '

for all n.

For eachy, 0 *s> «s m — 1, the mapping/ G E -» ("')A(xJ)(y)m~J is a continuous

(m — ̂-homogeneous polynomial on E. Since xn — x -> 0 weakly as n -> oo, we

have (J)A(x)J(x„ - x)m~j - 0 as n -> oo for alljj < m. Hence P(x„) - P(x) -» 0

as n -> oo.

Now choose {y„)„ C B (the closed unit ball of E) such that

I P(yn) I-» P»l|-W \Hx) I   as«-oo.
y es

Since E is reflexive, B is weakly sequentially compact. Hence we can find a

subsequence of (yn), (y„)j, and y G B such that >v -» y weakly as j' -> oo.

Since P is weakly sequentially continuous P( yn ) -> P(y) as j' -» oo and hence

\P(y)\= lim^o«, |P(^ )|= ||P||. Since P was an arbitrary element of P(mE), Prop-

osition 3 implies that P(mE) is reflexive. An application of Propositions 1 and 2 now

completes the proof.

2. In [8] Tsirelson described a method of constructing an interesting class of

Banach spaces. We will not describe the spaces he defined but give the properties

that we shall need. To conform with the notation of [2 and 6] we shall denote this

space by T.
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Proposition 5 [8]. There exists a Banach sequence space (i.e. a Banach space all of

whose elements are sequences of complex numbers) T with the following properties:

(i) T is reflexive;

(ii) the sequence (un)™=¡, u„ = (0,0,..., 1,0,...) (1 in the nth position), is an

unconditional basis for V, with unconditional basis constant 1 ;

(iii) // N is any positive integer and (xn)%=¡ is a sequence of vectors in T' with

disjoint increasing support, \\xn\\ < 1 for all n, and qN(xn) — 0 for all n (qN is the

natural projection onto the first N coordinates), then ||2^=, xn\\ < 2.

For n and m positive integers with 0 < n < m we let qn

identity mapping on T and we let q" = qm — q".

I — q", where / is the

Theorem 6. // U is a balanced open subset of T then (H(U),tu) is reflexive.

Proof. Suppose otherwise. Then by Proposition 4 there exist m a positive integer,

P G P(mT'), 5 > 0 and (x„)„ C T such that

(i)||x„||=lall«,

(ii) xn -» 0 weakly as n -» oo,

(m)\P(x„)\s>ô for all«.

Choose «| such that \P{q"'x^)\> 8/2. Next choose A/, such that \\qn'Xj\\ < 1/2 for

all j > Nt. By induction we can choose strictly increasing sequences of positive

integers(nJ)JLl mà(NJ)fL] suchthat

(1)

and

(2)

\p{q»<xNj)\^8/2   for ally,

\\q"jxNk\\<\/2j   fortHk>j.

Now for any polynomial a0 + axz + ■ ■ • +a„z" of one complex variable we have

2J=olay|2 ^ suP|z|<i \2j=0ajZJ\2. By using this result and induction, we can find for

any positive integer /, (\j)]=2i+1 such that

(3)

and

(4)

On the other hand

2/+i

\\j\<\   for all;,

2 M"'(**,)
7 = 2'+1

'     2/+, )

2 W(xNj)
J=2'+\ I

2 hi"«Ux»)
7 = 2'+I

?(*)'■

+

2/+1

2 W'-ixNj)
7 = 2'+1

The sequence {A7-q#'_t(xN,)}/=2'+i consists of vectors with mutually disjoint support.
î/4-lFor 2' + 1 <j < 2'+ ' we have «,_, > j - 1 > 2' and hence

?2'(aAK)) = 0.
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2 W '(*»,)
7 = 2'+1

By condition (iii) of Proposition 5

2 *,<;.,(■**,)
7 = 2'+1

By (2)

Hence,

This implies

(5)

Hence, by (4) we have

(6)

2       sup      \\q^> t(xNi
2'+l«/s;2'+l

:    2
7 = 2'+ 1

2'
1.

2 M"'K)
= 2'+l

2  W(*nj)
7 = 2'+I j

|P||3"

à(il2~)'/2 \p\\y

Since we can choose / arbitrarily large, (6) leads to a contradiction. Hence (H(U), ra)

is reflexive.

For more information on polynomials which are weakly sequentially continuous

we refer to [1]. We note, by [1, Proposition 2.8], that every polynomial P G P("T) is

a limit of finite type polynomials. Hence P("T') is separable for all « and (H(T'), ra)

is also separable. By [6], if p — mf{q: T has lower q estimates}, then T contains

(uniformly) disjointly supported vectors which are (uniformly) equivalent to the unit

vector basis of lp. By the definition of T and Theorem 3.3 of [2] we must have/? = 1.

That is, T has lower /»-estimates for all p > 1. In particular, there exists C> 0 such

that

2 ^Jn
«=i

C 2\K
1/2

forall2?=1A„í„G T.

The mapping 2"=1 A„?„ G T -» 2"=! A2„ thus defines a continuous polynomial of

degree 2 on T which is not weakly sequentially continuous. Hence we have the

following result.

Proposition 7. The spaces P("T), « > 2, and (H(T), tu) are not reflexive.

Finally we remark that all our results on homogeneous polynomials on T and V

can be extended by the same methods to multilinear mappings on T and T.

We would like to thank P. Casazza and the referee for providing us with a direct

proof and also the above short proof of Proposition 7.
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